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Sea for the landlocked: a sustainable development goal?

Paula Casala and Nicole Selaméb

aLaw School, ICREA-Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain; bLaw School, Universidad de
Valparaiso, Valparaíso, Chile

(Invited contribution received 6 September 2015)

Outside Europe landlocked states are poor: 16 are extremely poor and another 16 very poor.
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) recognise their lack of sea-access as a major
cause of their reduced chances of escaping poverty and reaching the stated goals. This paper
proposes including corridors to the sea and other forms of sea-access among the SDGs. It
also discusses objections to doing so that appeal to the rejection of global egalitarian
arguments, to the possibility of compensating those countries for their disadvantage rather
than removing it, and to the territorial rights of the coastal countries. The paper concludes
that none of these objections to the corridors, and a fortiori to the less ambitious remedies
of the Almaty and Vienna Programmes, withstands scrutiny.
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Introduction

‘Landlocked’ states are states without coasts that must cross other states to reach the sea.
‘Transit’ or ‘landlocker’ countries are those that people and goods from landlocked states
must cross to reach the sea or third countries. The Introduction to the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG) expresses a commitment to the full implementation of the Almaty Programme of
Action to develop transport in poor landlocked and transit countries (OWG 2015a, point 6). It
also mentions the landlocked as facing special challenges in reaching the SDGs in general,
and refers to them particularly regarding SDG 9 (‘build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialisation and foster innovation’), and SDG 10 (‘reduce inequality within
and among countries’ OWG 2015a; UN 2015b). A more recent statement of the SDGs (OWG
2015b) recognises also their special difficulties in relation to SDG 7 (‘ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all’). Finally, the Global Sustainable Development
Report (UN 2015a) devotes much of its final chapter to the difficulties the landlocked will
have attempting to reach the SDGs, as happened similarly with the Millennium Goals. All this
reflects the growing agreement that the landlocked states’ chances of reaching the goals are
bleak, because they lack sea-access. The SDGs however, do not go on to include sea-access
for the developing landlocked states as a goal, target or sub-goal. This paper is a response to
this omission.

Landlockedness and poverty

The landlocked

There are 44 landlocked states in the world – almost a fourth of all states.1 This paper is not about
the European states that we could instead describe as land-connected: being highly integrated in
one of the richest world-regions and trading intensely with wealthy neighbours as well as glob-
ally, thanks to excellent connecting infrastructures, capitals near the sea, and plenty of sailable
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rivers. Austria, Hungary, Serbia, and Slovakia use the Danube international waterway as a corri-
dor to the sea, Switzerland has the Rhine, and Luxembourg, the Moselle. Some have also bene-
fited from banking, and illicit financial flows, which require no sea. Most landlocked states,
by contrast, are ill-connected within poor and unstable regions and rank among the poorest in
the world, with 18 of them having a per capita GDP below $1000 (UN-OHRLLS 2012, 4–5).
In these countries, 40% live with less than $1.25 dollars a day, which almost doubles the
poverty rates in coastal developing countries (UN-OHRLLS 2013, 27). Sixteen landlocked
states are in the UN list of ‘least developed countries’ (Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burkina Faso,
Burundi, Central African Republic, Chad, Ethiopia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic,
Lesotho, Malawi, Mali, Nepal, Niger, Rwanda, Uganda and Zambia), another 16 are in the
UN list of ‘developing countries’ (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bolivia, Botswana, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Paraguay, Macedonia, Moldova, South Sudan, Swaziland, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Zimbabwe). On the whole, 453.5 million people from 32
developing countries cannot access the sea unless others allow them to do so, on their terms
(UN-OHRLLS 2014a, 1).

In August 2003, the International Ministerial Conference of Landlocked and Transit Devel-
oping Countries and Donor Countries and International Financial and Development Institutions
on Transit Transport Cooperation met in Almaty (Kazakhstan), with the UN Millennium
Declaration as background. It resulted in the Almaty Programme of Action (the SDGs
endorse). From then on to 2013, the global share of landlocked developing countries’ merchan-
dise exports doubled, but it still accounts for only 1.2% (UN-OHRLLS 2014b, 4–5). Half of the
developing landlocked still rank extremely low in the Human Development Index and widespread
poverty, high levels of food insecurity, child and maternal mortality, and poor sanitation continue
to plague many of them (Faye et al. 2004, 33–39; UN-OHRLLS 2014b, 3). As stated in the
Second UN Conference on Landlocked States celebrated in Vienna in November 2014, coastless-
ness ‘is a major contributor to the relatively high incidence of extreme poverty and structural con-
straints in landlocked developing countries’ (UN-OHRLLS 2014b, 2).

In coastal countries, wealth, population, tourism, cultural and historical centres, major cities
and economic activity concentrate on the coasts. Lacking coasts is already a misfortune worsened
by the impossibility to reach the sea to exploit it or to engage in global commerce. They need to
sell their goods much more cheaply than others to compensate for the added transport costs, the
added three weeks delay with which they arrive (UN-OHRLLS 2013, 18), and the greater risk of
theft, loss and damage they suffer. Missing links are a major problem (UN-OHRLLS 2014a, 2),
and as transport services are deficient, there is low demand, and no investment, creating a vicious
circle (UN-OHRLLS 2012, 5).

Dependence on neighbours

The landlocked are at the mercy of what lies beyond their control. They are subject to direct costs,
bureaucratic procedures and paperwork making everything slower and more expensive (Faye
et al. 2004, 43–48). Besides official state-fees, local authorities sometimes extract their own
cut, forcing the landlocked to pay bribes to prevent their goods from being seized or from
rotting before they leave port. They have no say on the infrastructure they need to use, its exist-
ence, safety or adequacy to their exports. Nor can they do much about rule-enforcement, theft-
protection, or peace and stability in the region their products need to cross. Conflicts can cause
re-routing or stoppage, and products, vehicles and even bridges can disappear. The landlocked
cannot pressure the neighbours to improve matters, as beggars cannot be choosers, and the land-
locked must avoid tensions that could leave them entirely cut-off. This allows transit countries to
exploit the power they have over those they keep effectively besieged.
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The landlocked thus face structural challenges in accessing global markets. They depend on
their neighbours’ infrastructure, international relations, peace, stability, administrative practices
and political will (Faye et al. 2004, 43–48). This explains why landlocked states are disadvan-
taged compared to inland regions which are part of large countries, like China (Faye et al.
2004, 32). Their neighbours do not provide the required infrastructure, logistics or stability,
forcing the landlocked to depend on them even more, turning landlockedness into a true devel-
opment trap (Collier 2007, 53–58).

Additional problems

The severity of the coastlessness handicap depends on what opportunities are open: leglessness
may not be an impediment to an academic but it would be to somebody who must work in agri-
culture. Coastlessness is a major disadvantage for those lacking abundant natural resources and
depending on the wealth of poor neighbours, which is typically the case of the developing land-
locked states. It is therefore unsurprising that 38% of those among the poorest billion people are
members of landlocked states (Collier 2007, 54). Transportation problems often combine with
precarious infrastructures and logistics (Arvis, Marteau, and Raballand 2010), limiting the
landlocked to a few basic commodities with low value-to-cost ratios, prone to price-fluctuations,
and greatly affected by climate, external crises, market-volatility and high transport costs. Coast-
lessness tends to involve drier, more extreme continental climates, and most such territories are
prone to drought and desertification (UN OHRLLS 2014b, 5). They are thus vulnerable to the
weather, as well as to market changes and external economic shocks (UN-OHRLLS 2014b, 5).
Coastlessness not only isolates them from the main trade and transport networks, leaving them
at the mercy of their neighbours, it also acts as a barrier reducing the flow of people, goods, tech-
nology and ideas, thus contributing to their material and institutional underdevelopment (Uprety
2006, 22; Collier 2007, 53–63; UN-OHRLLS 2012, 4–5; UN-OHRLLS 2013, 9–38). For the
landlocked tend to have lower quality of governance than coastal states too (UN-OHRLLS
2013, 31).

Three ways to lose and gain the sea

Bolivia, Ethiopia and Nepal illustrate three different ways in which countries in three continents
ended up landlocked, as well as three possible solutions.

Bolivia was born coastal and was still so during the life of the parents of contemporary Boli-
vians. After the War of the Pacific, Chile annexed much of Bolivia, including its entire coast in a
1904 Peace Treaty. This treaty promised Bolivia free sea-access, but the ports were privatised and
allowed to ignore the agreement. Coast-lessness is disastrous for Bolivia which remains the
poorest country in South America with the sole exception of Guyana (UNDP 2014, 161). But
it is also detrimental to the whole region, as it is a constant source of tension, generating absurdly
high military expenses, and hampering regional integration and economic and cultural
cooperation (Comisión Acta de Buenos Aires 2015). Even Augusto Pinochet had enough
sense to propose returning to Bolivia the Arica corridor to the sea along the Peruvian border,
in exchange for other territories. But a 1929 Treaty forcing Chile not to make territorial conces-
sions without Peru’s blessing spoiled the exchange. Others support a corridor to (formerly Peru-
vian) Iquique or (formerly Bolivian) Antofagasta on the grounds that having a divided country is
not a problem for the USA, UK, France, Russia, Spain, and indeed for Chile, which already keeps
divided territories in Antarctica and Polynesia. Chile has also proposed a 150-km tunnel leading
to an island to be made with the excavated material and built in a sea which was the subject of a
Peru-Chile dispute until The Hague International Court resolved it Solomonically in 2014.2 If the
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same 150-km corridor along the Peruvian border was in the open air, it would require Peruvian
consent, but it will be less environmentally destructive, less financially crippling, less dangerous,
more beneficial, nicer for passengers and much quicker and simpler to create. Evo Morales has
now requested the arbitration of the International Court and Uruguayan Prime Minister José
Mujica has also offered sea-access for Bolivia and Paraguay.3 Since Bolivia is prepared to
trade a few metres of coast and a narrow desert corridor for other territories or gas, it seems to
be mainly mutual resentment that is blocking regional prosperity.

Ethiopia, the most populous landlocked country in the world, had always had access to the
sea, until it lost its entire coast in 1991 with the secession of its maritime region, Eritrea.
Eritrea also took Ethiopia’s main ports, Massawa, and Assab, granting Ethiopia a right to use
them that they withdrew in 1998, after a tiny territorial dispute and some temporary tensions
over the Eritrean introduction of a parallel currency, the nakfa, which Eritreans wanted rated
as the Ethiopian birr, but Ethiopians wanted to exchange at market rates to avoid a devaluation
of the birr (Clapham 1998, 34). This blockage is detrimental to (i) Ethiopia, which cannot main-
tain its exports counting only on the inadequate fishing port of its ally, Djibouti, (ii) Eritrea, as the
formerly exclusively Ethiopian, massive Assab port has remained practically unused, with major
losses (Begashaw 2008, 4) and (iii) the region generally, as each supports rival factions in
Somalia, keeping the region on the permanent brink of war. Eritrea could allow Ethiopia to
use Assab again, which is just 60 km away from Ethiopia. And since Eritrea has 2234 km of
coast and more harbours than it needs, it could exchange the short stretch of coast that goes
from Assab to the Djibouti border for a larger territory elsewhere. Mutual resentment,
however, is again standing in the way of a mutually beneficial solution.

Nepal has always been landlocked by India, which controls what Nepal can sell or buy. India
has historically exploited Nepal’s siege to impose abusive conditions that figured among the
causes of the Ten Year War. For example, Kolkata’s port charges particularly high tariffs
for Nepalese cargo (Rajkarnikar, Matangi, and Adhikari 2006, 21). If Nepal could tunnel
under the Indian Siliguri corridor which is just approximately 20 km broad, or just under the
train and road that pass through it, its goods could reach the Bangladeshi river system to
the sea. Another option is to make 165 km of the Kosi waterway properly navigable and reach
the sea through the Ganges. The waterway could also be used to generate hydroelectric
energy, for irrigation and flood control, to open the market to otherwise non-marketable commod-
ities, and to jointly exploit Tibetan resources for which there is now no outlet (Thapa 2009). Since
all this is also in India’s interest, some international prodding and funding could be sufficient to
make it happen, though again emotions could also be a problem.

Including sea-access among the SDGs

As virtually all the landlocked are adjacent to a country that monopolises plenty of coastline, there
are solutions for everyone, ranging from corridors, tunnels, elevated highways, and waterways
through rivers, canals or lakes, to shared sovereignty, permanent free-transit regimes, port
changes and greater regional integration. We do not mean to dismiss the more modest solutions
proposed at Almaty and Vienna, such as attempting to reduce the time currently wasted at borders
and developing computer technologies that can help deal with ‘a wide range of foreign trade pro-
cedures including manifests, customs declarations, accounting, transit and suspense procedures’
(UN 2015a, 115). But it is far preferable to simply avoid crossing other jurisdictions. The alterna-
tive solution of Eurozone-style integration seems unlikely given mutual hostility, inequality and
poverty, as well as the landlocked and transit countries’ desire to retain control of monetary
policy, as the Ethiopia–Eritrea case illustrates. With existing states being here to stay and new
landlocked states being created through secession, corridors provide a more stable solution
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than border-crossing and port-use agreements which are often ill-enforced or overturned during
any short-lived conflict, generating further tensions.

Even if sea-access can be obtained consensually through mutually beneficial agreements,
international mediation and subsidies may be needed to overcome the tensions caused by the
failure to resolve the problem earlier. Such an investment will be worth making for the sake of
sustainable prosperity and regional peace. Including sea-access among the SDGs could facilitate
this process by spreading an ethos against blockading other countries. It would also be worth con-
sidering a Maritime International Court specialised in sea-access and sea-sharing, given the
number, importance and specificity of these disputes.

There are further reasons, moreover, to include sea-access in the SDGs. First, sea-access is
something that already counts on a rare agreement regarding changes that, with a very high
degree of certainty, will reduce poverty and backwardness. Second, it is not only feasible but
far more realistic and cheaper than most of the SDGs. Third, it would also be one of the few
SDGs where ‘development’ and ‘sustainability’ do not clash (Camacho 2015). Sea-access will
reduce the need for air traffic, which is the most expensive, environmentally damaging and unsus-
tainable form of transport. It is far cheaper and greener to use rivers, waterways and the sea.
Fourth, this will produce additional positive externalities. For example, other countries will
gain cheaper, faster access to the products of the currently landlocked, and there will be increased
regional stability and interconnectedness. Fifth, while the SDGs are criticised for not being mea-
surable or verifiable (Pogge and Sengupta 2015, 57) sea-access is both. Finally, improving sea-
access will help reach other SDGs like ‘end poverty in all its forms everywhere’ (SDG 1),4 and
‘promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment
and decent work for all’ (SDG 8). The long description of SDG 9 (‘build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation and foster innovation’) refers explicitly to the
landlocked but does not say how the landlocked are going to be ‘included’ in a stable and sustain-
able manner, or how will they innovate when we know isolated cultures tend not to do so. Sea-
access will also help ‘make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable’
(SDG 11), contribute to taking ‘urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts’ (SDG
13), and open opportunities to ‘conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine
resources for sustainable development’ (SDG 14), making the idea of a sustainable, poverty-
free world a more plausible ambition. Let us now consider some objections.

The sufficiency and fungibility objections

Sufficiency

While most SDGs are uncontroversial, SDG 10 ‘reduce inequality within and among countries’
which explicitly refers to the landlocked, has its detractors. Even some of those who do not deny
the relevance of equality in general resist its global application, and may see nothing wrong with
some of the poorest countries lacking sea-access, when over three-fourths of other countries have
plenty of it. One such objection would not only apply to corridors but to other methods of improv-
ing sea-access as well.

An egalitarian argument for sea-access connected to SDG 10, however, is not implausible.
One may appeal, for example, to the need to level the playing field between those competing
in a free-market. However, since landlocked states are poor enough to find themselves below
any plausible sufficiency threshold (Casal 2007), sea-access can be justified by the need to
reduce poverty, rather than inequality in either opportunity or outcome. So the less demanding
principle of sufficiency will be enough to justify sea-access.

One may then object that the principle of sufficiency could actually prohibit corridors if they
involve pushing transit countries below sufficiency, without perhaps managing to bring the
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landlocked above it. This may happen if transit countries are themselves poor and have such a
small coast already that the loss of even a few metres will be significant enough to push them
below some critical threshold. However, first, it is extremely difficult to think of a single
country that could fit such description. In fact, it is hard to find a landlocked country that is
not adjacent to a country with plenty of coastline, since the reason some lack coasts is that
their neighbours have very long ones. Second, the corridor solution may not be optimal for all
cases, but the fact that it may not work well in some cases is not a reason not to apply it in
others. Third, although transit countries may forego levies and political power over the land-
locked, they can obtain other territories or resources, the shared high-quality routes the SDGs
are already promising, and greater regional prosperity. Finally, even if only adjacent countries
can provide the land or waterway required for a corridor, the international community could
both compensate the donor and subsidise construction works – an excellent way to contribute
to SDGs 7, 9 and 10. Let us now turn to a second objection which, like the first, not only
affects corridors but also other ways of improving sea-access.

Fungibility

Now even those who do not contest the global application of egalitarian principles and indeed
even geoists, that apply such principles specifically to natural resources, may deny increased
sea-access follows from such principles. Consider, for example, Hillel Steiner or Thomas
Pogge. Both agree that the distribution of coasts and natural harbours is random and morally arbi-
trary, and the current territorial division unequal and unjust (Pogge 1994, 2011, 342; Steiner
1999, 2011, 332). They both invoke Locke’s theory of unilateral appropriation (Pogge 1994,
200–201; 2011, 350; Steiner 1999, 2011, 331). On this view, we can keep something with
which we have mixed our labour, providing we leave ‘enough, and as good’ for others of the
resources we employed (Locke [1689] 1988, Chap. 5, Sec. 27). It appears that Chile, Eritrea
and India have not left ‘enough, and as good’ coast for others (Casal 2011, 325) and have not
mixed any labour on most of the coast either. Thus, Pogge and Steiner would agree that the land-
locked have a complaint. Their conclusion, however, may be that the landlocked should be com-
pensated for the unilateral appropriation on the part of other countries, which may, but need not,
involve the reversal of the condition for which they deserve compensation. Steiner will give them
their share of the rental value of global resources and Pogge a portion of the value of exploiting
global resources. Others may offer them annual handouts to satisfy their needs or to subsidise
transport. But none of these options involves sea-access. This seems to be also the position
suggested by the SDGs. They acknowledge that the landlocked are greatly disadvantaged by
their neighbours’ appropriation of the entire coast, but respond with measures to make their situ-
ation less bad, like improving bureaucracy at borders, rather than reverse the situation which
keeps them trapped into poverty in the first place.

Granting the landlocked sea-access is preferable for several reasons, however. First, there is
an important practical problem: landlocked states often lack the institutional development needed
to manage a monetary compensation in a useful and effective manner. Funds may end up in the
wrong hands, or serving the wrong purposes, particularly in war-prone regions; or they may be
quickly consumed rather than employed in improvements with long-term benefits. Given their
poverty, both sea-access and properly administered in-kind aid, including food aid, may be
necessary. But sea-access is less likely than in-kind aid to depress rather than stimulate local
markets, and perpetuate dependence and underdevelopment. Granting the landlocked sea-
access will improve their ability to sustain themselves and be more in control of their destinies
than giving them handouts, or encouraging donors – as the SDGs suggest – to help them amelio-
rate some of the many problems lacking sea-access involves. This is the view we normally hold
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for individuals. It is morally preferable and in many ways better, and not merely cheaper, to have
ramps into public buildings and open spaces than to keep those who cannot walk unemployed,
homebound, isolated and dependent against their will. A ‘major problem’ SDGs critics have
noted ‘is that the model fails to address the structural constraints facing poor countries – the
power imbalances in the global economic system that limit the scope for poor countries to
promote the prosperity and well-being of their people’ (Fukuda-Parr and McNeil 2015, 10–
11). The landlocked face one such power imbalance that limits their scope to promote the prosper-
ity of their people, and it would be preferable to increase their capacity to look after themselves.

Furthermore, it is possible that the SDGs insistence that the landlocked pursue the same strat-
egy of growth and trade as the rest, without removing their handicap, is as hopeless as expecting
them to overtake others when only they are in chains. Some authors believe that the problem of
holdup and landlockers’ opportunistic behaviour is so serious that if they have to remain land-
locked, autarchy may be a better strategy than trade, as the potential for holdup reduces bilateral
trade by more than 50% (Friberg and Tinn 2009).

Territorial rights

States have a legitimate interest in a stable relation with a territory: consider, in this respect, states
that are going to be submerged under the ocean by climate change. Even if one of the environ-
mental culprits compensated them by relocating their state into a larger, richer and coastal terri-
tory, they would still have a legitimate complaint for having to move into a territory that is not
their territory, the land where they built their homes and monuments, planted their trees and
developed their culture.

Reflecting on these sort of values which a group creates historically in a particular territory,
David Miller develops what he terms a ‘quasi-Lockean’ added-value argument for a prima facie
right to enjoy the material and symbolic value which a group has created by ‘mixing their labour’
with a portion of the world (2012, 259). As Miller is aware, one could object that the group must
have a prior valid title to the land it enhanced and imbued with symbols. Otherwise all usurper
states that add value and imbue the land with new symbols (as colonisers typically do) will
acquire territorial rights. But the argument could apply not only to previously unoccupied terri-
tories but also as a tie-breaker in cases of conflict when two equally credible ownership claims
over a territory emerge.

One may think that this account of territorial rights could be employed against the idea of
taking a strip of land from one country to provide a corridor for another. And some extreme
accounts of territorial sovereignty may indeed imply that the landlockers can block anyone in
any way they like and maximise their profits starving their landlocked neighbours to death.
Such extreme views are implausible, however. Miller’s view is not, but a careful reading of
Miller’s discussion shows no conflict between his position and the corridor proposal. First,
Locke’s theory can be invoked to explain existing territorial claims as well as to challenge
them. And as noted earlier, it cannot justify taking over the whole coast and all the natural har-
bours without leaving ‘enough and as good’ for others. Second, as Miller notes, the ‘mixing of
labour’ is crucial. Thus, his quasi-Lockean account does not support claims to retain unenhanced
areas (Miller 2012, 263). This means, for example, that it lacks application against a Bolivian cor-
ridor crossing Atacama, the most arid desert in the world. Most of the landlocked in Africa are
also near the Sahara and Kalahari deserts, and it may be possible for them to use arid, unenhanced
corridors of little value to others. In addition, several countries have lost the sea recently, with the
land and harbours they had built with their labour, like Antofagasta or Assab. Third, Miller also
grants that this argument only justifies a loose association of a nation with its territory, but does
not allow us to determine the location of borders with precision (263). Thus, it cannot be used to
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justify not moving one’s border a few metres, which, providing one’s neighbour does likewise,
would be enough for the corridor to exist, without noticeable losses to anyone. Fourth, regarding
symbolism, reaching the sea is of enormous symbolic importance for the landlocked. Bolivia’s
identity, for example, is that of a sea-faring nation that has a navy and even celebrates the Day
of the Sea. Others see the corridor as the path to freedom or their only chance to breathe. Particu-
larly those who once had sea long for it, and feel imprisoned. For the coastal states, by contrast,
losing a narrow corridor by their border need be of no comparable significance. Finally, as Miller
also grants, territorial rights, like property rights, can be trumped (266). For example, it is per-
missible to employ compulsory purchase orders to build hospitals and airports in plots somebody
enhanced. Analogously, Miller’s added-value argument could justify compensation to those
losing the land for the corridor, depending on degrees of enhancement. But it would not justify
keeping a state forever landlocked, condemning millions to extreme poverty. One needs to
look elsewhere to support the landlockers rather than the landlocked, for at least in some cases
it is clearly the landlocked the Lockean and quasi-Lockean accounts of territorial rights support.

The SDG document states that it ‘shall not be construed as authorizing or encouraging any
action against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State’ (OWG 2015a, Intro-
duction, point 16). This statement could be understood as part of a document expressing ambi-
tious goals but no intention of changing what keeps such goals beyond reach (Fukuda-Parr and
McNeil 2015) or as forbidding unlawful unilateral decisions and military invasion. We are cer-
tainly not proposing the latter and advocate corridors partly to reduce military tensions. Sea-
blockage has caused many wars and having one’s resentful neighbours passing through the
middle of one’s state is more likely to refuel tensions than letting them pass by a well-fenced
alley way at the edge of one’s state.

It is also important to note that those who can complain about lacking ‘political independence’
are the landlocked. They are greatly limited in their options and ‘hostages to their neighbours’
(Collier 2007, 55). The landlockers decide who and what enters or leaves the landlocked and
can use this power to determine other matters, since ‘if you are coastal, you serve the world; if
you are landlocked, you serve your neighbours’ (56–57). With corridors, landlockers will lose
leverage to impose their terms on the landlocked, but not self-rule, and can come and go as
freely as the sea at their feet. A concern with independence, thus, offers further reasons to set
the landlocked free.

Concluding remarks

Having recognised that the developing landlocked are particularly unlikely to reach the SDGs,
sea-access should also be on target. At least none of the above objections to corridors, and a for-
tiori to more modest measures, withstands scrutiny.

The Polish corridor to the sea, maintained from 1923 to 1939, was defended on the grounds
that although it was ‘a minor amputation for Germany, its closing would mean strangulation for
Poland’ (Namier 1969, 44). Much the same can be said of other corridors. The Nazis were, of
course, determined to destroy the corridor. We want instead to give such corridors more thought.5

Disclosure statement
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Notes

1. The count may reach 48 if the contested states of Kosovo, Nagorno-Karabakh, South Ossetia and Trans-
nistria are included. The developed landlocked nations are all European: Andorra, Austria, Belarus,
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Czech Republic, Hungary, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, San Marino, Serbia, Slovakia, Switzerland and
Vatican City.

2. http://www.bbc.com/mundo/america_latina/2009/05/090512_2330_bolivia_tunel_ms.shtml
3. http://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/Uruguay-Signs-Deal-with-Bolivia-Granting-It-Access-to-the-Sea-

20150226-0014.html
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Palmer, Andrew Williams, and the audience at the Equality and Citizenship Summer School at Rijeka
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